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BUDGET— STREET SERVICES

E. Pulst
SUGGESTION of J.H. McQUISTON on

STREET SERVICES BUDGET

Honorable Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I believe the Street Services Budget should be revised to achieve a better fit with the backlog of work, and
I submit the following suggestions to accomplish that end:

1. Sidewalk appropriation remaining from FY 2014-15:

The appropriation was to repair sidewalks which are City-owned. I suggest this appropriation be approved
only for city-owned properties. Remember easements are only to pass-over properties. Public Works' grant form
for easement-improvements such as "sidewalks" (i.e, alleys, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, trees, parkway installations,
etc) historically does not grant any right of real-property ownership.

Street Services calculated an 80-year work-backlog for repairing City's damaged "sidewalks". The budget
includes hiring inspectors to check on repair-work.

I propose retaining the inspectors, but for a different purpose. Inspectors should assess "sidewalks"
needing repair and respond with statutory notices to the property-owners to make repairs or else the City
will repair and bill for the work Restoring the legal process, the backlog will not take 80 years to end.

Street Services testified the Department solicits alerts from Public, Neighborhood Associations, and
Neighborhood Councils regarding sidewalk "defects". Charter §910 requires Neighborhood Councils to
perform this task

I must add grinding-out defects weakens the remainder and only encourages further defects.

Pre 1970's process proved that if served with Notice, local property owners will make the repairs. Offshore
owners will probably let the Department repair and bill them. Thus there will be no budgetary-impact except
for the already-budgeted assessment and collection, plus for City-owned property.

For construction or reconstruction, Building & Safety is the designated work-inspector and not Street
Services. Inspection-cost is covered by the permit-fee. Thus there is no budgetary-impact.

Realignment of this work affects not-only Street Services but principally City Attorney (reduced litigation
associated with defects), Sanitation (reduced cleanup), Engineering & Contract Administration (reducing City
work in bits & pieces and returning work to property owners per Code) budgets.

The result not only improves Public Safety and economic well-being by releasing about $20 million per year
for use otherwise, but also improves the City's appearance and desirability to invest in City neighborhoods.

It furthers the Mayor's Great Streets and Youth Development programs as well.

2. Curb ramps

Curb-ramp construction or reconstruction that are on City-owned property should be approved, except fo r who
will do the work

CLA Report Apr28 asserted that ramp-construction or reconstruction (per Sts & Highways §5870 e; seq,
or § 5 6 10 et seq as the case may be)) costs $14,400 per ramp (p.23), S21.6 million for 1500.
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Efficiency demands another approach. Reducing the appropriation to 53,750,000 provides the same
number of ramps, but installed under contracts.

But it is questionable that there are actually 1500 curb-ramps required on City-owned properties. Those
required on non-City owned properties must be billed, to the property-owners per Sts & Highways Code if the
property-owners do not install them themselves.

Obeying California law frees-up S17.85 million for other Street-Services work, such as more street miles
paved.

3. Tree and weed reduction

Street Services testified that only its personnel know how to operate correctly regarding tree and weed
reduction, and propose hiring new personnel in order to do that work.

But currently, the. Department has little or no persons doing this work, and now proposes hiring new
personnel to accomplish what it proposes.

If it is true that "only Department personnel" know how to do this work properly, then how can it find anyone
else to be hired to do the work properly? Obviously there are other people working in these fields with the proper
knowledge, and the Department by law may send statutory notices to property owners, for them to perform the work
using those people or else the City will do it and bill them.

That process is also per Sts & Highways Code.

Moreover, what the Department is not doing is ridding the easements of growth which is a nuisance. There
is no place for growth which blocks regulatory signage, damages the integrity , or perils the safety of the City's
easements. Yet Dept testimony was: Come hell or high water that offending growth will not be removed unless
terminally-diseased.

But, e.g the scourge of arm:I/aria and others, which poison plantings for decades, will not show on plantings
until irreparably-damaging. And trees planted without air-space for root-oxygen cause havoc even if healthy.

Malevolent growth must be condemned and removed, but the Dept in not proposing to do-so violates good
environmental practice.

Accordingly, its proposed inspectors should be directed to assay for-removal plantings which may appear to be
healthy but actually are poisoning the environment.

These suggestions are easily-put into budget amendments. They provide substantial cushion for economic
uncertainty, which appears-now to cloud the assumptions on which the Mayor's budget was formulated.

Respectfully submitted,

c: Interested parties J. H. McQuiston


